Links For Presentation

→ Lipreading
  ◆ Nat Geo Lipreading: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1jLkYyODsc
  ◆ Best Bad Lip Reading Star Wars: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1w8Z0UOXYaY&list=PLDWOaLX7rvz2c9FoyuAlFococP–3o2ol7 (1:40)
  ◆ Seagull Song Bad Lip Reading Star Wars: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkiI2vM2ifA (1:36)

→ Resources
  ◆ ASL Nook: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_i63jO1Mp4TAjJh9gMAscA
  ◆ Project NADINE: http://projectnadine.org/PN/ASLstory.html
  ◆ TEDx Stanford Talk: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uKKpjuPd6Xo
  ◆ Fingerspelling Quiz: http://fingerspell.net/#/
  ◆ ASL Pro: http://www.aslpro.com/cgi-bin/aslpro/aslpro.cgi

→ ASL Stories
  ◆ Deaf Ninja: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L91KVUXRBq8
  ◆ Vanilla Ice: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftf7V0-EJ8w

→ Other
  ◆ Split Screen Movie/ASL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isCTT0xA8dU
  ◆ Harry Potter Wizarding World Analogy: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hm6HCItki7U
  ◆ International Sign Hungarian ABC’s: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HB9oL7_tjEE
  ◆ ASL vs. PSE vs. SEE: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ouO1gkZAI
  ◆ TED CK Music: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Euof4PnjDk (7:35)
  ◆ CK Music Exhibit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FI5Z_aw3Fc
  ◆ Relay protocol knowledge: http://www.donthanguponrelay.com/relay-training/

→ Through Deaf Eyes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJeAG8tZyf4
  ◆ Quiz: 2:20
  ◆ Lip Reading Older Couple: 13:50
  ◆ ASL as a Language: 55:0
  ◆ ASL vs. Film: 1:01:25

→ Music Videos
  ◆ White Stripes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbLz9-riRGM
  ◆ Let it go: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1HV0EW5s50
  ◆ Beautiful: https://vimeo.com/8896778
  ◆ Happy: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H3KSKS3TTbc
  ◆ Jenny: https://vimeo.com/95059847
  ◆ Home: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxHMO4mH16k